Inquiry Essay:  Intersection of Personal and Academic Languages  

Purpose and Goals of the Assignment:  Throughout the semester to this point, we have been reading and discussing essays written by authors who are interested in the issues involved in learning academic language.  We call this next assignment an Inquiry Essay because your goal in writing it is to inquire into a variety of perspectives on a single issue.  The Inquiry Essay assignment is an opportunity for you to demonstrate your understanding of one of the issues we will have discussed in class, some of the scholarly conversation surrounding it (represented by the essays you've read), and the ways in which your personal story is involved in it.  (Thus the focus is in the issue rather than on the readings themselves.)  This assignment is aimed toward developing your ability to use the  following strategies in writing academic papers:

C	identifying important issues/questions being raised in a group of course readings.
C	understanding how a group of readings addresses one of these issues/questions
C	determining what positions the authors of the these readings take in relation to the issue and to one another
C	understanding how your relevant personal experiences can provide you with a basis for discussing the issue and selected readings (see Option 1 below under "Strategies").
OR (vice-versa)
C	understanding how selected readings can help you to better understand or interpret your experience (see Option 2 below under "Strategies").
C	practicing collecting material from a variety of readings, including peer-authored work
C	synthesizing and categorizing this material in preparation for writing
C	organizing a coherent essay based on clearly defined and well-supported main points	

Essay Topic: By now, we have begun to discuss a variety of particular issues/questions in class, issues which arise from several broad questions:  How does the public language of school (particularly higher education) intersect with private language?  How, in certain cases, are these two types of language similar to one another?  How, in other cases, are they different?  What challenges do these differences present when they occur?  In cases where people are presented with no particular challenges, how can we explain this?  To come up with a thesis statement for this essay, you will need to shape and refine a specific idea related this group of questions, based on your own ideas and/or  issues/questions we raised in class:

BE SURE TO DOWNLOAD THIS ASSIGNMENT SHEET AND INSERT YOUR CLASS'S LIST IN THIS SPACE.

If none of these topics strike you, you are welcome to devise your own issue/question related to learning academic language.  Write this up and give it to me for approval as soon as possible.

Audience: Your classmates and instructor as an academic audience.  You can therefore assume that your audience is familiar with the ideas and texts you are discussing but also that your readers will expect you to explain thoroughly  your assertions and demonstrate how you have come to your understanding of the ideas and texts.  In addition, it is likely that your audience will expect you to use a reasonable tone,  to respect your readers and sources, and to avoid slang.

Strategies.  
Focus on the issue/question you have chosen to address.  (Your thesis statement should articulate your answer to the question or your position on the issue.)
Develop this thesis statement by using one of two approaches:
C	Option 1--Starting with the Readings:  Generate a discussion/disagreement between a group of authors (at least two positions) on the issue/question you have chosen.  Using specific examples from the readings, indicate where the authors agree and where they disagree on this issue.  Perhaps show how other students' writing involves itself in this issue. Then show how your personal experience participates in the discussion or provides a possible resolution or answer to the disagreement.
C	Option 2--Starting with Your Personal Story:  First and foremost, tell your own story related to the issue/question you have chosen.  Demonstrate how your experiences can be explained or interpreted further by particular class readings and other students' writings.

NO MATTER WHICH OF THESE TWO OPTIONS YOU CHOOSE, YOU WILL BE EXPECTED TO USE SPECIFIC EXAMPLES FROM ANY TEXTS (ESSAYS OR PEER-AUTHORED WORK) OR PERSONAL EXPERIENCES THAT YOU BRING TO THE PAPER.

Organize the paper around the main points you are making in support of your thesis. Introduce the common issue/question, connect ideas, and clearly identify whose ideas are referred to.  (Organization structures will differ depending on which essay option you choose--See above.)
Write in a clear, readable style in language and tone appropriate to your subject and audience.


Format: 
C	Type your essay in a readable, 10-12 point font (please, no script fonts or entire papers in italics). 
C	Use margins of one-inch all around and double-space. 
C	Print on an ink jet or laser printer. 
C	Submit your essay in a pocket folder and include with it all collecting, drafts, workshop comments, and answers to postscript questions.


Readings: Anything we've read so far is fair game, but you will probably want  to concentrate primarily on essays which deal directly with this matter of learning academic language.  Following are the essays we've read so far in class, and the assignments for which we read them:

Personal Essay:
C	Jung, "The Pleasures of Remembrance:  Raking in Circles and Other Unexpected Delights" (LL, 9-14)
C	Mundari, "Language as Image Maker" (LL, 91-6)
C	Lockett, "How I Started Writing Poetry" (LL, 347-51)

Response Essay:
C	Rodriguez, "Aria:  A Memoir of a Bilingual Childhood" (LL, 98-108)
C	bell hooks, "Keeping Close to Home:  Class and Education" (LL, 118-28)
C	(Repeat from Personal Essay Readings)  Jung, "The Pleasures of Remembrance:  Raking in Circles and Other Unexpected Delights" (LL, 9-14)
C	Tannen, "How Male and Female Students Use Language Differently" (PHG, 278-83)

Inquiry Essay:
C	Rose, "The Politics of Remediation" (LL, 135-50)
C	Paul Levitt, "The Unprepared Undergraduate" (handout)


IMPORTANT NOTE: Use (that is, quote, summarize, or paraphrase SIGNIFICANTLY from) at least three course readings in your essay.  You may use one or more of your peers' Web Forum postings in the place of  ONE of these required readings.  (And you may make use of as many of your peers writings as you want to in addition to the three required readings.)

Important Due Dates:  [INSERT DATES]
First Peer Review Workshop:
Final Draft Due (Editing Workshop in Class):
